Recent evidence demonstrates that new events are learned in the context of their relationships to existing memories. Within the hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex, related memories are represented by integrated codes that connect events experienced at different times and places. Integrated codes form the basis of spatial, temporal, and conceptual maps of experience. These maps represent information that goes beyond direct experience and support generalization behaviors that require knowledge be used in new ways. The degree to which an individual memory is integrated into a coherent map is determined by its spatial, temporal, and conceptual proximity to existing knowledge. Integration is observed over a wide range of scales, suggesting that memories contain information about both broad and fine-grained contexts.
Introduction
Although episodic memory research often focuses on representation of discrete events, memories can extend beyond direct experience by connecting information encountered at different times or places [1, 2] . For instance, learning your way around a new town involves gradually learning about landmarks and their relative positions. You might learn about one set of landmarks on one trip through the town and an overlapping set on a different trip. An effective way to represent the paths taken on both trips is through a common map that represents the relationships between landmarks experienced at different times. A similar process can support forming maps of social relationships [3, 4] ; for example, meeting a woman and her son, then later meeting the woman's husband, one can infer that the man and the boy are father and son.
These types of knowledge structures, known as cognitive maps [5] , are thought to rely on memory integration. Memory integration is a dynamic process wherein new events interact with existing knowledge [1] . For memory integration to occur, a new event that overlaps with prior experience (e.g., meeting the husband) must trigger reactivation of a prior related episode (initially meeting the woman and her son); new information may then be integrated into the reactivated memory (connecting the boy with his father in memory) [1, 6] . As a result of integration, the two events are represented with overlapping neural codes, in which elements common to both events act as nodes linking the two memories [7, 8] . Such links allow representation of information beyond direct experience and can support flexible behaviors [1], such as taking a shortcut between places in a new town.
Memory integration is thought to be supported by bidirectional interactions between hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) [9 ,10] . Reactivation of related memories during new events is mediated by hippocampal pattern completion processes that allow for reinstatement of entire memory traces from overlapping input [11, 12] . Medial PFC, which is thought to represent mental models that guide behavior [13, 14] , may further bias hippocampal pattern completion to the most relevant prior knowledge [9 ] . Hippocampus then signals deviations between current events and reactivated memories, triggering memory updating [1, 15, 16] . Finally, new content is integrated with existing mental models via hippocampal -mPFC interactions [17] [18] [19] . During integration, mPFC biases hippocampal encoding processes to emphasize representation of features common to multiple events [20 ,21] , resulting in cognitive maps that use overlapping neural codes to represent the relationships among discrete learning episodes [22 ,23] . Here, we review recent evidence that hippocampal -mPFC memory integration mechanisms support the formation of cognitive maps across different domains of experience, including space, time, and concepts. Hippocampus and mPFC may organize information about spatial, temporal,
